Course Review: Eagle Crest (Challenge Course)
With so many great golf courses in Central Oregon
to choose from, it would be easy to dismiss an “executive course” as simply not worth the effort. Don’t
make that mistake with the Eagle Crest Challenge
Course.
Eagle Crest opened the Challenge Course in 1999,
and it’s a great complement to the resorts other two
layouts, the Resort and Ridge courses. The Challenge Course is by no means a pitch and putt course,
and while technically it might meet the definition of
an executive course, in this case that’s almost a demeaning term. This is a resort golf course that happens to have nine par 3s and nine par 4s.
What it is is a mid-iron course. In fact, for a period
of time after it opened, the Challenge Course was
known as exactly that: the Eagle Crest Mid-Iron
Course. This layout is an excellent opportunity for
golfers of any skill level to hone skills on their 5-,
6- and 7-irons. The white tees measure about 3700
yards, the blues 4200; the course plays to a par of
63. From the whites, which we played, the longest
hole is 363 yards; the shortest is 92.
Otherwise, as mentioned, this is an Eagle Crest resort course. It’s immaculately groomed, the greens
are just as quick and consistent as those on the Resort or Ridge courses and it’s fair. If you whack it
way off you’ll be in some pine trees, but most of the
fairways are pretty spacious. There are ponds here
and there, and there are abundant sand traps, as
the accompanying photo denotes. You do need to
exercise distance control on your approach shots,
as in most cases, there’s not a lot of extra room behind any of the greens. That’s part of the nature of
the course in helping you improve such shots.

You go on a bit of a jaunt through some Eagle Crest
neighborhood homes to reach the first tee. Be advised that the Challenge Course does not bring you
back anywhere near the Ridge/Challenge Pro Shop
after nine holes — in fact, you’re about as far out
as you can be on the No. 10 tee. So take water and
snacks out with you, although if you forget, there are
a series of real (not porta-potty), clean restrooms
on the course and each of those also has vending
machines.
Holes 9 and 10 are Don and Pete’s favorite pair on
the Challenge Course. No. 9 is a 121-yard par 3
that plays longer to begin with, plus the whites are
frequently back further than that. From the tee box
the green is slightly elevated, but there’s an illusion
that’s it’s more elevated than it really is because the
fairway area is in a depression and sits lower than
either the tee box or the green. You have a pretty
good uphill pitch if you’re short. No. 10 is another
par 3, 173 from the whites, and you’re up on a bluff
shooting considerably downhill. Between the elevation change and the way the ball carries in the Central Oregon air to begin with, know you’ll want to
hit considerably less club than you usually would to
cover the 173-yard distance.
The other nice thing about the Challenge Course is
time. While the stated average round time is three
hours — and it will take that long if it’s crowded —
often the course isn’t crowded and you can cruise
through frequently within two hours.

